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Video Watching for Learning



CASE STUDY:

ACTIVE VIDEO WATCHING

SOFT SKILLS

(E.G. GIVING PITCH PRESENTATIONS)

-Videos with tutorials

-Videos with examples



Active Video Watching System

Personal Space for making comments

Social Space for reading and rating comments



Previous Work:

Engagement with videos (writing comments and rating comments) 

significantly correlated with increase in conceptual knowledge (AIED2017)

Study Design

38 users

742 comments with ratings

Phase 1: Personal Space 

(video watching and note taking)

Survey 1:

•Demographic data

•Conceptual knowledge

•MSLQ

Survey 2:

•Conceptual knowledge

•Usability (TAM)

•Cognitive load (NASA-TLX)

Survey 3:

•Conceptual knowledge

•Usability (TAM)

•Cognitive load (NASA-TLX)

Phase 2: Social Space 

(comment browsing and rating)



HOW to 

encourage users 

to engage with 

videos

NUDGES



Nudges for Behaviour Change

CHOICE ARCHITECTURE
What is the target behaviour?

What is the problem behaviour?



DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH

HOW to design 

a good choice 

architecture?



RESEARCH GOAL

Develop a novel approach that 

utilises data analytics

to derive personalisation features

in a video-based learning environment



Cluster 
users

Find high 
attention 
intervals

Identify 
comments 
with high 
social 
value

(1) Characterise behaviour (2) Identify opportunities for intervention

Our Approach



Whom to Nudge: 

Problem and Target Behaviour (Clusters)

Parochial 

Learners

(14)

Habitual Video 

Watchers

(7)

Engaged Self-regulated 

Learners

(17)

PROBLEM

BEHAVIOUR

TARGET

BEHAVIOUR



When to Nudge:

Attention Intervals (Region Aggregation)

Example of identified pattern (P1)
Behaviour:  all clusters engaged – high attention

Intervention:  indicate that some interesting is ahead



When to Nudge:

Attention Intervals (Region Aggregation)

Example of identified pattern (P2)
Behaviour:  parochial cluster disengaged, other engaged

Intervention:  show existing comments to users approaching interval



Feature engineering:

Linguistic features
Domain-specific 

keywords
Metadata

Feature correlations:

correlate feature values 
with the number of 

ratings

Prediction model:

Binary classification 
(predict ‘Good’ or ‘Not 

Good’ comment)

What Comments to Include in a Nudge:

Those with High Social Value

Linguistic Inquiry Word 

Count (LIWC) 

Keyword matching



Putting it all Together: 

Framework for interactive personalised nudges

Nudge 1:

Direct the attention of a 

Parochial Learner when they 

are approaching an interval P3 

with a ‘Good’ social value 

comment

Nudge 2:

Promote engagement of a 

Habitual Video Watcher 

when they are in interval P1 

with a ‘Good’ social value 

comment

Nudge 3:

Reward positive behaviour when 

a learner has made a comment 

that is likely to be of ‘Good’ 

social value.

“You are about to watch a part where 

other students made comments, for 

example [‘Good’ comment]”

“Have you thought about [unused 

aspect]. For example, somebody else has 

said [‘Good comment’]”

“You made a very good comment that 

can be useful to others [user 

comment].”

The learner makes a relevant 

comment.

The learner start to relate 

comments to more video 

aspects.

The learner’s motivation and 

knowledge increase.

USER CLUSTERS
ATTENTION 

INTERVALS

COMMENTS WITH 

SOCIAL VALUE



Identify 
problem  

and target 
behaviours

user 
clustering

Identify 
attention 

intervals and 
patterns for 
triggering 
nudges

calculating 
attention intervals

Identify 
comments 
that can be 

used as 
examples in 

nudges

predicting 
comments
with high 
social value

NUDGES AND 

CHOICE 

ARCHITECTURE

From Analytics to Contextualised Nudges

Thank you!


